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"Livingwith Floods"is a summaryof the key results of a Norwegianresearchprogrammeon
floods - HYDRA
- whichfocused on how humanactivity affects flood conditions in river basins.
Thisreport is a translation of the programme'sNorwegian-languagereport for the general public.
The autumn and winter before Christmas 1994 were cold in
Eastern Norway,with less than normal precipitation. Although
the snow did not arrive until the new year, it fell in great quantities. In April, nearly one and a half times as much snow as
normal was recorded, and as late as the middle of Maynew snow
fell at as low as 500 metres. At the end of May,the weather warmed up quickly, accompanied by heavy rainfall. Together with
rapid snow melt, this led to 100-year floods, in some areas to
200-year floods, in the GlommaRiverBasin. Althoughthere were
floods in other river basins of Eastern Norway, none were as
severe as in the GlommaRiver Basin.
Damagefrom the 1995 floods has been estimated at NOK1.8 billion (approx. USD200 million). Seven hundred people were evacuated from their homes, 140 sq. km of farmland was inundated
and 100 km of main roads and 470 km of railways were blocked
as a result of the flood. One person perished, and many were in
danger as they struggled against the flood waters.

After the 1995 flood, the Governmentappointed a commissionby
royal decree to report on measures for reducing society's vulnerability to floods. The commission submitted its report in August
1996 "Tiltak mot flom" ("Measuresagainst floods"), Norwegian
OfficialReports (NOU)1996:16.
Prior to the flood in 1995, the NorwegianWater Resources and
Energy Directorate (NVE)initiated a research programme on
floods - HYDRA.
HYDRA's
working hypothesis was that the sum
of all human interventions in the form of land use, hydropower
regulation, flood protection measures, etc., may have increased
the risk of flooding. Most of the studies in HYDRA
were done in
the GlommaRiver Basin owning to the ample information basis
from the 1995 flood in this river basin (map on the last page).
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Expertsand the public usually have differingperceptionsof whatfloods are. Expertsassociate the term
'flood" with a certain waterflow level in a river,whereasmost people speak of floods when riversoverflow their banks. In Norway,rain, often in combinationwith snow melt, is the chief cause of floods.
Floods
Most people generally speak of floods when rivers overflowtheir
banks, creating a risk of damage or injury. Experts have a somewhat different definition of floods. They speak of floods when
the water flow is of a certain magnitude, even though this need
not lead to inundation. The water level may also be high and certain areas may be inundated without the water flow being particularly large. Blockeddrainage outlets and the accumulation of
river ice are conditions that can make a river overflowits banks.
Especially in densely populated areas intense precipitation
and/or rapid snow melt may lead to inundation even though the
water flow in the river basin is not of flood-level proportions.

topography, precipitation and climate. The highest precipitation
occur along the coast in Westernand Northern Norwayas well as
in mountain areas. In areas near glaciers in Western Norway,
annual precipitation levels of over 5000 mm have been measured.
In contrast, about 200 mm has been measured in upper parts of
the GlommaRiver Basin.
Mostrivers in Norwayhave two flood seasons, spring and autumn.

Springfloods are most often the result of snow melt or a combination of melt and precipitation. These floods are typical of large
inland river basins in Eastern Norway,Northern Norwayand in
the mountains.
Autumnfloods are a result of precipitation, and are common
along the coast.

Meanflood, ten-year-flood, and hundred-year-flood
Flood experts keep statistics on floods, often using the term
mean flood in such contexts. The mean flood is the average of the
largest water flow every year during a given observation period. Causes of floods
NVEissue flood warnings only when the expected water flows The main cause of the major floods in Norwayis rain, often
exceed the same magnitude as a mean flood in the river basin.
combined with snow melt. Meteorologicalconditions such as the
distribution of precipitation and temperature levels have the
Statistics show that we may expect floods of various magnitudes greatest influence over a flood's magnitude. The capacity that
at regular intervals. The magnitude is indicated by the recurren- vegetation, surface features, bedrock, lakes, rivers and streams
ce interval, which is the average number of years that pass bet- have for storing water is also important.
ween each time an equally large or larger flood occurs. This
interval indicates the probability of having a flood of a certain People also influence flood conditions. We do this through the
magnitude. For example,there is a 1% chance of a hundred-year- intensive development of areas near rivers and by removing
flood and a 10% chance of a ten-year-flood in any given year. forests and other vegetation. The release of greenhouse gases is
Although it is important to rememberthat the chance of a hun- a more indirect means of influencing flood conditions. This leads
dred-year-floodis equally great every year, this chance is small, to a rise in temperature, which may create extensive changes in
the weather. One result of this may be an increase in the freonly 1 %.
quency of hurricanes, major floods, forest fires and landslides.
Spring and autumn floods
One may therefore say that people themselves have a responsiNorwegianriver basins differ widely owing to major variations in bility for both the causes and the effects of floods.

NVEWARNING
LEVELS:
Flood:Waterflow between a mean flood and a ten-year-flood
Majorflood: Waterflow between a ten-year-floodand a hundred-year-flood
Extremeflood: Waterflow greater than a hundred-year-flood

Are majorfloods harmfulto people and the environment?Most wouldprobablyanswer"yes" to this
question. Thereasonfor this is that we see it from our perspectiveas human beings. Forus, major
floods will undoubtedlylead to damageto buildings,roadsandfarmland. Forthe natural environment,
the situation is different.A riverbasin is a system that is alwayschanging,andfloods make up a
naturalpart of this system. If the physical,chemicaland biologicalconditionschangebecauseof a
flood, the riverbasin itself and the life in the riverbasin will adapt to these new conditions.Although
floods result in environmentalchanges,the environmentis not damagedby them. Not until man-made
assets are destroyedby floods is it correctto speak of damage.

Forpeople,loss of life and materialdamageare the most important
consequencesof floods.A largepart of the flood damagein Norway
is caused by inundation, erosionand landslides,conditionswhich
often occur when smaller rivers overflowand find new channels.
Dangerto humanlife is greatest duringfloodsin smallriversof this
kind.In such cases, the floods come quickly,without warningand
often in combinationwith landslides.Inundationof alluvialplains
along majorriver basins often leads to damageto buildings,infrastructureand farmland.However,in such riverbasins,there is more
time to implementdamage-reducingmeasures,because the floods
do not developas quicklyas in smallerrivers.

of these deaths occur in developingcountries. In recent times it
is rare for human life to be lost in floods in Norway.In the Gaula
River,as manyas 500 people died in a flood in 1345, and during
the great flood in the GlommaRiverin 1789 ("Storofsen") 68
people lost their lives.

Materialdamage
Thetrend towardsan ever higherstandard of livinghas meant that
we have invested great economicresourcesin land and buildings,
often in areas near rivers. Rivershave been magnets for human
activity throughout the ages. Rivers overflowingtheir banks
or establishing new channels have cost society a great deal. In
1987-1988, NOK300 million (approx. USD34 million) was paid
Loss of humanlife
out by insurancecompaniesto compensatefor flood damage.The
In wealthycountries,it is often materialdamagethat predomina- damagefrom the last major flood, "Vesleofsen"in 1995, amountes, whereasinundation in poor parts of the worldhas far greater ted to around NOK1.8 billion (approx.USD200 million).
consequences, because people often live very densely on the
alluvial plains that are inundated. This results in many lives One can distinguish between direct and indirect economicdamabeing lost during floods and many having to be evacuated and ge from floods. Directdamage means damageto buildings, roads,
losing their entire livelihoods. Forty per cent of all deaths cau- railwaysand farmland. Indirect damage arises because of physised by natural disasters are due to floods. Ninety-fiveper cent cal or economic linkages in society. Such damage involves, for

example, interruptions to lines of communication, lost industrial
production or business income and delays.

Large water flows result in higher water levels, greater water
depths and higher flow speed. These physical changes impact
living conditions for individual species, biological communities
and entire ecosystems in lakes, rivers and wetlands. Because
these organisms live in an environment in which floods make up
a natural part of evolution, they will adapt to the new conditions
the floods create. Somecommunitiesare also dependent on floods
in order to exist.

Shaping the river basin environment
Episodes of high water flow are important for those processes
that shape the river basin environment. It is a characteristic of
flood episodes that erosion is intensified in upper parts of the
river basin. Material is deposited further downstream where the
velocity of the water decreases. This occurs either on the alluvial
plain, in delta areas in lakes or in the eustaries. In areas where
the velocity of the water is high, the river may also establish
new courses.
It is the mean flood (approx. two years' recurrence interval) that
influences the shape of the river course the most. Largerfloods
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Economiclossesresultingfrom extremeweatherin 1998 (USDmillion) with the principalcause in parentheses
China
32 000 (inundation)
USA
16 000 (severesummerheat and drought,forest fires, hurricanes,tornadoes)
Bangladesh
5 000 (floods)
UK
5 000 (winterstorms)
Japan
3 000 (floods, landslides,tropicalstormsand typhoons)

are required to impact the shape of the alluvial plains. In the
delta area in the northern part of LakeØyerenapprox. 30 cm. of
sediment was deposited on the alluvial plain during the 1995
flood. In this area, the 1995flood wasestimatedto be a 100-200year flood. The deposits of sediment on the alluvialplains along
the GlommaRiverduring the 1995 flood varied. Wherethe river
broke through the flood protection works between Elverumand
up to two metres of sand was deposited.
Kongsvinger,

Although processes such as erosion and sedimentation help
shape the landscape of the river basin, they also impact upon
the biological environment. Duringa flood, the upper parts of
the river basin will experiencegreater erosion. This leads to higher turbidity in the water and less light, which in turn affects
the living conditions of plants and animals. Loose material will
It is not only the magnitude of the flood that determines the be deposited in the lower parts of the river basin, which may
amount of erosion or sedimentation.It is also important for loose also create problemsbecause plants and fish larvae are covered
materialto be available for the river to erode. Manyriver basins by gravel and sand.
appear to have little loose material in their catchment areas.
During a flood, however, large sources of sediments may be Waterquality
exposed, rendering the transport of material in a river basin When erosion increases during floods, more material is carried
extreme. One important consequence of this is that the river into the rivers, often increasing the concentration of particles.
becomesfilled up with sediment and that the riverassumesa new Duringmajor floods the particles are mostlyinorganic (sand and
gravel). However,the amount of organic particles also increases
course.
during floods. "Vesleofsen"in the Glomma River and in the
DrammenselvaRiverin 1995 is a good example of this. In these
Norwegian
to
sedimentation
of
supply
largest
the
general
In
rivers comes from glacial river basins. Glacialrivers carry a lot of river basins the concentration of phosphorusincreased by up to
material all year round. The amount of material transported fifty times its typical winter concentration. Even though large
during floods and during normal conditions therefore need not quantities of nutrients are leached out, and the amount of
differ so much. Duringa flood in Jostedalen in 1979, the trans- environmental toxins also may increase during floods, the
port of material in the NigardselvaRiverwas measuredat about quantities of water are so great that the concentrations are not
9600 tonnes in the course of two days of flooding. This is equal dramaticallyhigh. Extremechemicalconditions willtherefore not
to the amount of material normallycarried by the Nigardselvain necessarily coincide with major water flow. The chemical and
hydrologicalsituation before a flood will often be much more
the course of one year.
important for the water chemistry than the magnitude of the
In contrast to glacial river basins, the supply of sediment from water flowduringthe flood. Forexample,the amount of sulphates,
forest river basins is slight in normal conditions. The reason for nitrates (acid precipitation) and chlorides (sea salts) in snow or
this is that the coniferous forests in the lowlands of Southern rain may be far more important for the water chemistrythan the
Norwaybind the soil together, thus protecting against erosion. water flow.
Duringfloods, however,the amount of material transported can
be extreme, because the river gains access to moraine material Fish, bottom animals and aquatic plants
that it otherwise cannot reach. The materialtransport capacity of Physical changes resulting from high water flows impact the
the Atna Riveris a good exampleof this. Duringthe 1995 flood organismsliving in the river basin. Hereone can distinguish bethe amount of material transported by this river was as great as tween short-term and long-term effects. Short-term effects are
related to the flood episode itself, whereas long-term effects
the amount the river has transported over the last 40 years.

THE DELTAAT THE NORTHERN
END OF THE LARGELAKE, RANDSFJORDEN,
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NORWAY.
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cover the period after the flood and up until the communities lots of nutrients into the lakes. Alluvial plains become inundahave adapted to the new conditions.
ted, with many fish species roaming across these inundated
areas. This produces a larger area for fish and some bottom aniThe time it takes to adapt to the new conditions varies. For some mals to live in, which means they are less likely to be prey for
communities this may take several years, while other communi- others. For species that benefit from floods, the densities of
ties can adapt quickly.Forthe population of Hundertrout in Lake individualsafter the flood may be higher. This has been observed
Mjøsait took two years before their condition and growth return- for perch in lowland river basins.
ed to the level corresponding to that before the flood in 1995.
The massive addition of material into LakeMjøsamade light con- The most important physical factor leading to mortality during
ditions in the lake poor, which meant that the Hundertrout did floods is erosion in the river bottom and along the riverbanks.
not grow as quicklyas before the flood.
This leads to the washing out and drifting of organisms and to
sedimentation in lower segments of the river basin. Roted plants
All the animal and plant communities studied during and after or organisms that do not move much can easily die in a flood.
the 1995 flood were affected by the flood episode itself. The The plant Potamogetonperfoliatus, which is a typical plant in
death of plants and animals in flowing water was due to erosion Lake Øyeren and very important as food for fish and birds, was
and increased drifting of bottom animals, the silting over of greatly affected by the 1995 flood. The reason was turbid water
salmon yolk-sac larvae before they emerged from the gravel and and sediment covering the plants. Other plants benefited from
the erosion and silting over of aquatic vegetation. In the Gaula the flood, probably because they were able to adapt quickly to
Riverthe 1995 flood resulted in, among other things, the density rapid changes in light and sedimentation conditions. Sparganium
of the 1995 brood of salmon being reduced by 70-90 % in the angustifoliumis an example of a plant that exhibited increased
middle and lower parts of the river basin as compared with the prevalence in LakeØyeren after the 1995 flood.
upper parts. The reason for this was that the moraine material
that the Gaula Riverwas carrying from the upper reaches of the Once the flood episode is over, a number of processes begin for
river basin was deposited in the middle and lower parts of the the communities to adapt to the new conditions created by the
river. At the time when this happened, the salmon fry were still flood. There is no simple relationship between floods and
down in the gravel. Owingto the amount of material that was biological diversity. Both the frequency and magnitude of floods
deposited, the salmon fry died in the gravel. It appears that the as well as the shape of the river basin are conditions that will
time of the flood itself is important for the magnitude of the affect the composition of species and their environment. In
flood's biological effect. The flood in the Gaula Riverin 1997 is general, it may be said that river basins that are constantly
a good example of this. This flood occurred a few weeks later subjected to floods will have a higher percentage of species with
than the 1995 flood and did not produce a correspondingfailure short life cycles and have a greater share of biological commuin salmon recruitment. The salmon fry had already emerged from nities in early stages of development.
the gravel before the 1997 flood and were therefore not affected
to the same degree as during the 1995 flood.
Floods are important for maintaining a balance among species.
In lakes and lowland river basins in alluvial plains, floods may If there were no floods, pioneer species would be outcompeted
lead to an increase in access to nutrients because the rivers carry because they do not thrive under stable conditions.

Riverbasinshave alwaysbeen importantas a
basisfor human life. Riverbasins have been
importantas food sourcesand transportation
arteries,for floating timberand generating
power.Areasnear rivers,especiallyalluvial
plains, have been magnetsfor human activity.
Herethe soil is easily cultivatedandfertile, and
accessto wateris good.
Alongriverbasins, the developedareasgradually became valuablebuildingsites. Theareas
near riverbasins becameattractivelandfor industry,housing,roadsand railways,agriculture
and establishingcities and towns. Therewas
closeaccessto rivertransportand the land was
easy to build on and providedfine sites for laying out roads. The intensiveuse of the areas
alongthe watercourseshas made us more
susceptibleto floods today than previously.In
addition,the economicconsequencesof floods
are much greatertoday.
All actionsthat people have taken in and near
riversand lakes affectflood conditions.In
HYDRA,
researcherslookedat the significance
that hydropowerregulation,built-upareasand
the state of the forests havefor flooding in the
GlommaRiverBasin.In additionthey studied
howflood protectionworks,measuresto reduce
flood damage,affectflood conditions.

In Norway,largereservoirs
havebeen builtfor generatingelectricity.
In CentralEurope,it is commonto use such reservoirsto control
floods, and in otherparts of the worldreservoirsare importantfor
irrigation.Regulationreservoirs
haveprovedto be the most effective
flood-controlmeasurethat HYDRA
has evaluated.Thereservoirs
are
drawndown over the courseof the winterto generatepower.This
meansthat theflood-controlpotensialis greatestfor springfloods.
TheGlomma,Skienand DrammenRiverBasins,whichare all regulated and have regulation capacities of 16 %, 44 % and 34 %
respectively,have experiencedfewer floods in the 1900s than in
the 1800s. The magnitude of the floods has also decreased. The
reason for this is that the regulation reservoirs,which were built
in the 1900s for power production, have had a moderatingeffect
on floods.

Floodcontrolin the GlommaRiverBasin
The regulation reservoirs in the GlommaRiver Basin can store
approx. 16 % of all the water that the river basin carries to the
sea yearly. Correspondingfigures from other regulated river
basins in Easternand Southern Norwayare 30-55 %. Riverbasins
with such a high percentage of reservoirs rarely experience
damage during spring floods. There appears to be a clear connection between a high reservoirpercentage in a river basin and
minimalflood damage, especiallyfor spring floods.

Existingregulations
Data from the flood in the GlommaRiverBasinin 1995 form the
basis for studies of how existing regulations can control floods.
Aheadof the 1995 flood, LakeOsensjøenand LakeMjøsa,among
others, weredrawndownto ensurecapacityin the regulationreservoirs for the flood one knewwas coming.The HYDRA
programme
studied the effects that these measureshave on flood control.
Analysesfrom the 1995 flood show that the regulations in the
river basin had a clear flood-moderating effect. The greatest
moderationwas achieved in the Glommariver, with 1 m at Elverum and 2.3 m in Lake Øyeren. In the Lågen River,the water
level was reduced by 0.4 m at Otta and in LakeMjøsa.

Additionalregulations
Implementing further regulations of lakes in the GlommaRiver
Basin may result in a greater degree of flood control than exists
today. Data from the eight largest floods in the 1900s have been
used to study the moderating effect of additional regulations.
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The flood control potensial appears to be greater in the Glomma
Riverthan in the Lågen River,because the former has greater
storage capacity in lakes.
By loweringLakeMjøsaby 1.75 m with the aid of a pump power
station, a flood moderationof 0.85 m can be achievedfor a flood
as large as the 1995 flood. In addition, the water level in Lake
Øyerenwould be 1.0 m lowerthan that observed in 1995.
In both the GlommaRiver and the Lågen River,the additional
regulations may result in an average reduction in the water level
of up to 0.75 m.
No assessment has been done of the consequencesthese additional regulations will have on other user interests in the river
basin. This will be necessary before any additional regulations
can be implemented. Nor has there been any assessment of the
costs of giving priority to the use of regulation reservoirs for
flood control rather than power production.

Thetrend towardsincreasingdensitiesin towns and built-upareas
means that increasinglylarge areas are being transformedinto
impervioussurfaces.Thispreventsthe infiltrationof waterinto the
soil, resulting in greater and faster surface runoff. This rapid
runofffrom impervioussurfacescan worsena flood. As a rule of
thumb, one can say that in an areaof denseforest, only 20 % of
precipitationends up as surfacerunoff,whereasthe corresponding
figure for highly urbanisedareas can be up to 90 %. In the
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The 1995 flood in Glommaat Elverum
with and without the effect of regulatedreservoirs
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GlommaRiverBasin,however,the effect of impervioussurfacesis
scarcelymeasurable.Themain reasonis that the built-upareasin
the riverbasin'scatchmentmake up a tiny part of the total catchment area.

Increasedrunoff
The result of increased runoff from impervious surfaces is that
flood crets occur more quickly,are higher and more pronounced
and produce inundation and erosion damage. In addition, the
rapid runoff can lead to the leaching out of pollutants into rivers
and streams. Increased surface runoff due to urbanisation will
also reduce the replenishment of groundwater, reducing the
hight of the water table.
The runoff has changed for twenty-five built-up areas in the
GlommaRiverBasincatchment after the built-up areas came into
existence. The modelsshow that runoff on average has increased
by 22 % comparedwith the situation before development.

•
-

The local effects of increasedrunoffcan be great. Forthe Glomma
RiverBasin as a whole, increased runoff resulting from the establishmentof impervioussurfaces,willimpact floods only slightly.
The reason for this is that built-up areas constitute only 0.5 %
of the total area of the catchment. Forsmallerriver basins, where
built-up areas constitute a greater share of the catchment, increased runoff from impervious surfaces may have a greater
impact on flood conditions.
A

Pollution
Thechiefsourcesof pollutionfrombuilt-upareas
• the discharge of untreated sewage from dam
stations, treatment plants and spillways
• erosion and leaching of landfills, disposal sites and; , a±a
tation ponds
,
• dislodgingof and damage to oil, paraffin and chemicaltanks
• seepage of chemicalsfrom waehouses and storage areas

The effects of pollution from these point sources are water supply problems,infectious diseases and health risks in connection
with clean-up.Amongpoint sourceschemicaldischargefromtanks,
disposal sites or transport are considered the most hazardous.
However,the risk of such discharge occurring in a flood situation is, however,so small that the total risk should be perceived
as moderate.
The leaching of nutrients and environmental toxins from more
diffuse sources increases drasticallyduring floods. The great dilution during a flood means that concentrations of pollutants
from these sources are seldom dramatic. The risk of high concentrations is greatest in small river basins. AlthoughNorwegian
water worksoften use surface water from such small river basins,
the Norwegiansettlement pattern means that there are seldom
hazardous point sources upstream of these intakes.

It has not been possibleto demonstrateany changein flood conditions in the GlommaRiverBasinattributableto changesin the
state of forests from 1920 to 1990. The main reasonis that the
changes in the state of forests have not been large enough to
impactflooding in the riverbasin.
A forested area will have less runoff than a correspondingarea
without forests, since forests give off water through evaporation. This occurs both because water evaporates from the trees
themselves, but also because snow and rain lying on the vegetation evaporate more readily.In addition, forests have a greater
ability to absorb water than cultivated land, for example. This
·
t forests educe runoff on the ground and may therede
· .effect on a flood.
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selected as representative for the kind of forestry that has been
practised in the period after 1900. The areas were also selected
because of great forest coverage and because researchers believed that any hydrologicalchanges would be highly visible here.
The result of their work shows that the changes in the state of
forests during this period has had little impact. Only a slight
reduction in runoff from the two areas from 1920 to 1990 was
recorded. On the basis of these results, researchers believe that
changes in forestry practices have not produced changes in flood
conditions for the rest of the Glommaregion. The basis for this
judgement is data showing that changes in forest conditions
have gone in the same direction for the rest of the catchment
area, though in most areas the changes in the state of forests
have been less extensive than in the Flisa and Osen areas.

nitude of floods, they have a greater impact on how floods develop over time in the river basin. Floodprotection worksincrease
the velocity of the water, causing flood peaks to be transmitted
more quicklydown the river. Because of flood protection works,
the culmination of the 1995 flood came approx. 10 hours earlier
to the Kirkenærarea and approx. 20 hours earlier to Kongsvinger
than would have been the case if there had been no flood protection works in these areas. The more rapid development of
floods will be a challenge for both flood warning and emergency
services in the river basin, since one has less time to plan
contingency measures.

To study how regulation reservoirs, flood protection works, built-

The results from the Glomma River Basin are not proof that
changes in forest conditions cannot lead to hydrological impacts; on the contrary, this is well known from a number of
studies in many countries. If large swathes of forest had been
chopped down in the GlommaRiver Basin catchment area, this
would have led to increased runoff and therefore impacted flood
conditions. The conclusion from the GlommaRiver Basin is that
changes in the state of forests are not of sufficiant magnitude
to impact flooding. Even though the forest has become denser
and thus led to greater absorption of water and less runoff,
clear-cutting, which began in the 1950s, has led to less absorption of water and greater runoff. The total impact on runoff is
slight.

up areas and changes in the state of forests in the aggregate
impact floods in a river basin, researchers have developed a
model, called the HYDRARiver Basin Model. This is an overall
model that ties together all the subordinate models used to
simulate how human activity affects floods. Although the HYDRA
RiverBasin Modelhas been tested in the GlommaRiver Basin, it
can be applied to and used in other river basins as well.

The main results from the analysis of the Glomma River Basin
using the HYDRA
River Basin Modelare that:
• flood conditions in the GlommaRiver Basin have changed as a
result of human impact
• human impact has led to reduced floods in the river basin
• the main reason for reduced floods is that regulation reservoirs,
built for hydro power generation, have moderated the floods
Floodprotection worksare dikes built along riverbasins to keep • urbanisationcauses an increase in floods locally,though mostly
waterfrom inundating land areas. 0n the basis of information on a small scale
from the 1995flood in the GlommaRiverBasin,researchers
found • the impact of urbanisation is almost not measurable in the
that flood protection workshave relativelylittle impact on the
main river basin
magnitudeof floods. However,
flood protectionworksresultin the • flood protection works imply a slight local increase in water
waterattaininga greatervelocity,causingflood to developmore
level and a slight increase in water flow downstream of the
quicklydownstream.
flood protection works
• impacts of flood protection works of any significance are priDammingup
marily along the stretch from Elverumto Kongsvinger,where
In the GlommaRiverBasin, researchersstudied the effect of flood
the largest flood works are located
works in Alvdal and along a stretch between Elverum and • changes in the forestry and the state of forests have not led to
Kongsvinger.The results show a damming up of the water level in
measurable changes in floods
areas with flood protection works, with most damming up being
recorded upstream of Kirkenær.For this area, the flood protect- It is important to underscore that these results apply to the
ion works resulted in a water level 0.5 m higher that would have GlommaRiverBasin. Although some of the conclusions can probeen the case without flood protection works. Downstreamof bably be applied to other large, regulated river basins, for small
Kirkenærthe damming-upeffect quicklydisappears.
river basins the results of human impacts may have a completely different outcome from that in the GlommaRiver Basin. Since
the
catchment area of the GlommaRiver Basin covers 13 % of
Morerapid development of floods
Although flood protection works have little impact on the mag- the land area of Norway,man-made impacts would have to be
relatively major before manifesting themselves in such a large
river basin.
THEGLOMMARIVERAT LAUTADURINGTHE 1995 FLOOD.PHOTO:JON ARNEEIE.
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In the future, flood protectionmeasureswillbe less technicalthan today. Land-useplanning,
preparednessandflood warningswillbe importanttoolsfor reducingflood damagein the future. Of technical measures,regulationreservoirs,builtfor hydropowergeneration,can be importantfor controlling
floods. Thisassumesthat powerproducerscan be requiredto use the reservoirs
for this purpose.

Floods in the future
Increases in population, industrialisation and car traffic lead to
increases in emissionsof C02,methane gas and other greenhouse
gases that give rise to global warming.In the past century the
mean global annual temperature has risen by 0.5° C.
Climatologistsmaintain that if this trend continues, the increase
in temperature may lead to extensive changes in the weather.
This may lead to a future in which we may experience more hurricanes, major floods and landslides.

to non-technical measures. Land-useplanning, improved preparedness/warning and alternative ways of dealing with surface
water are examplesof such measures. There will also be a need
for technical flood protection measures in the future. Of such
measures,regulation reservoirs,built for hydropowergeneration,
will be important for controlling floods.
Land-useplanning

Throughthe Planning and BuildingAct, the Norwegianmunicipalities have a responsibilityto ensure that land is managed in
a waythat does not cause hazards. Oneimportant topic in municipal planning will therefore be to ascertain which areas are
flood-prone. Floodinundation maps are a tool for municipalities
in this effort. A flood inundation map shows the areas one may
expect will be inundated during floods of various magnitudes,for
example, ten-year-floods and fifty-year-floods. In a separate
project, NVEhas identified the most flood-pronestretches in the
country, and flood inundation maps are now being prepared for
these areas.

One does not need to go further back in time than to the 1300s
before one can see that climatic changes clearly affect hydrological conditions and therefore floods. "The Little Ice Age",
lasting from approximately1300 to the end of the 1800s, is a
good example of this. This was a period markedby cooling over
large parts of the world. The average temperature in Norwayfell
by approx. 1° C during this cold period. At high latitudes and in
mountain areas, glaciers grew rapidly.In the valleys around the
Jostedal Glacier, historical writings show that the lower
temperature and advance of glaciers led to poorer harvests and
has contributed to an improvementin the methods for
ruined fields as a result of floods, landslides and avalanches. HYDRA
Manyhad to abandon their farms because they lost their entire preparing flood inundation maps. In addition, maps have been
drawnfor recurrenceintervals of 10 years, 50 years and 100--200
livelihoods.
years for a numberof the large alluvial plains along the Glomma
River.
Flood protection in the future
Overthe ages there has been a major emphasis on technical protection measures, such as flood protection works, canalisation Placingrestrictions on land use in Norwaymay present problems.
and or measures to lower water levels. The paramount aim has The topography of Norwaygives Norwegianslimited access to
been to protect land and buildingsfrom flood damage. Overtime areas suited to housing, industry and agriculture as well as infragreater focus has been directed at the socio-economicand envi- structure. In addition, there has been political pressure to preronmental consequencesof flood protection measures,whichwill serve agriculturalland for maintaininga degree of self-sufficiency
probablyinfluence the choice of protection methods in the futu- and the current level of activity in agriculture and affiliated serre. Internationally, but also in Norway,people today are turning vice industries.

In the future, municipalities, which are responsible for land-use
planning, will face new challenges in protecting flood-prone
areas. The trend towards non-technical measures will continue
unabated - a particularly favourable development as far as both
good economics and environmental policy are concerned. This
development will require knowledge and the ability to readjust
among municipalities, landowners, and not least national and
regional public administration.
Today we have ample knowledge about areas susceptible to
floods, rockslides, etc. It is therefore important for municipalities to draw on this information when engaging in land-use
planning.

·'

Reservoirs

Usingreservoirs for controlling floods has proved to be the most
effective measure of those evaluated by HYDRA.Under the
assumption that the power producers can be required to use
their regulation reservoirs to suppress floods, these reservoirs
will be important for reducing flood damage in the future.
If climatic trends move towards warmerand wetter winters, there
will be less need to store water over time. In such a situation,
power producers will, to a certain extent, no longer have to
weigh finances against flood control, because the value of
storing water will not be present to the same degree as today.
This may make it easier to use the regulation reservoirsfor flood
control.
An assessment of the flood control effect of a number of additional regulations (twelve projects) in the Glomma River Basin
shows that there is a considerable potential for flood control,
particularly in the Glommabranch.
By realising the additional regulations one can discount major
flood damage in the GlommaRiverfrom floods of magnitudes up
to the 1995 flood. In the Otta and Lågen Riversand LakeMjøsa,
however, the flood control effect of the additional regulations
are not as great. Here we must still expect flood damage in connection with major summer and autumn floods, even though the
floods are smaller than the 1995 flood.

I-

Alternative management of surface water
The problemsarising from increased runoff from urban and builtup areas may be reduced to a certain extent by implementing
best management practice (BMP).The most common method of
BMPis to delay the water on its way back to the river basin, either by having the water infiltrate the ground or by storing it in
ponds or pools on or below the surface of the ground. For smaller
rivers and streams, even a rather slight delay may possibly have
a substantial effect. However,BMPis little suited to suppressing
floods in large river basins because they would require large
reservoir capacity.
In the USAand Canada, BMPis widely used to reduce the risk of
flood damage and reduce pollution of river basins. In Norway,
BMPis still perceived as a new technique, even though the
method has been employed in some areas. Early in the 198Os,
best management practice was put in place in several residential
areas of Bergen, Bærum and Oslo municipalities. Today nearly
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Theorganisationalstructureand distributionof
responsibilitieson a regionallevel have in principle
been set forth in a RoyalDecreeof 12 December1997
--"Guidelines
for regionalco-ordinatingresponsibilities
duringcrisesand disastersin peacetime".The county
governoris the regionalco-ordinatorin a crisissituation.
Althoughthe police may take the initiativein a mobilisation phase, they resumeregularpoliceduties once
the crisisorganisationis functioning. Participationof
the ArmedForcesis regulatedby a RoyalDecreeof
13 February1998 - "Instructionsfor the ArmedForces'
supportof the Policein peacetime".At a municipal
level, the situation is less clear,especiallysince no
contingencyplans exist. Themunicipality,throughthe
EmergencyPlanningCouncil,or other emergencycrisis
organisation,is the natural leaderat the incidentsite.
Neverthelessit may be appropriate,as at the county
level,for the police to assume responsibilityin an
introductoryand start-upphase.

locally,even if there is not a flood in the river basins. This can
be due to the blockageof culverts or other drains. Particularlyin
urban areas intense rain showers and/or snow melt may lead to
35 000 people are connected to BMPsystemsin Norwegiancities flooding without there being flood water flows in the river
and towns.
basins. Althoughit is not possible for NVEto forecast such local
flooding, NVEwill inform municipalitiesand county governorsto
Flood warning and crisis management
the greatest extent possible of conditions that increase the risk
Floodwarning
of such events. Noris it possible to predict flooding due to local
A properflood warningis a warningthat providesa detailed pre- and intense rain showers,since it is quite coincidentalwherethe
diction of the situation that willarise in a river basin. Properwar- showers hit. Nevertheless,it is possible to issue warnings for
nings makeit possibleto implementmeasuresto reduce harm to local flooding and erosion due to rapid snow melt and/or sustailivingthings and damageto materialgoodsin and near riverbasins. ned and intense precipitation over a limited area, but which is
still not enough to providethe basis for a flood warning. In such
NVEhas the responsibilityfor issuing warningsfor floods, major cases NVEwill issue a "Local FloodingWarning".
floods and extreme floods. Flood warnings are issued when the
water flow is expected to reach a certain magnitude. Although It is important that the warning reaches the county and municifloods need not lead to inundation, they may result in inundati- pal emergencyservices as quicklyas possible. That is why roution with a risk of injury and damage. Inundations may occur nes have been established for issuing warnings and requiring a

THESPILLWAY
OFA RESERVOIR
DAM(HOLMVASSDAMMEN)
IN NORTHERN
NORWAY.
PHOTO:ARNEH. ERLANDSEN.

receipt for warnings received. The public also has access to flood
warnings on the national teletext service.

Preparedness
and emergencymanagement
Throughpreparedness the extent of damage from flooding will be
reduced. Once a flood has arrived, the major challenge is to
manage it properly. Important tools for managing floods are the
preparation of plans detailing how to deal with floods and, in
particular, training for such eventualities.
Properplans should contain informationon organisationand participation. Furthermore,there should be explicitinstructions regarding equipment,personneland evacuation.It is particularlyimportant to have planned howinformationshould be relayedto and from
an "emergencyorganisation". Preparednessplans have little value
if training for such crisis situations is not carried out regularly.
If in a crisis situation it is expedient to reinforce or open flood
protection works, it is extra important for the plan to contain
explicit instructions for how this work is to be done. Such
instructions should be formulated and updated for all flood
protection works.It is especiallyimportant to focus on the safety
of the personnel working in the area.

Environmentallyfriendly flood protection measures
The intensive use of alluvial plains for settlement, agriculture
and infrastructure quicklyresulted in a need for protecting these
areas from floods and flood damage. For this reason, a number
of flood protection measures have been implemented involving
physical interventions both directly in the river channel and in
adjacent areas. A number of negative environmental effects have
been recorded in connection with these measures, for example,
changes in runoff conditions, homogeneousbiatapes, changes in
species diversity and species composition. Consequently,a need
has arisen to undo the environmental damage of existing flood
protection measures and to develop methods for preventing in so
far as it is possible the negative effects arising from new protection measures.

Restoration/Rehabilitation/Remedial
measures
Restoringriver basins is often used as a collective term for meas-

ures whose aim is to improve the conditions in river basins that
have been subject to various forms of intervention or impacts.
The reasons why such measures are implemented and the aims of
these measures and their extent may vary.
A number of restorative measures, whose aim is to improve
environmentalconditions in river basins, also have a flood control
effect and can therefore be used in river basin areas where flood
protection is needed. Commonto these measures is the fact that
they disturb or spoil river basin functions to a lesser extent than
traditional flood protection measures (e.g. canalisation and
flood protection works built right up alongside the course of
rivers). The most important environmentally-friendly flood
protection measures are flood works built farther from rivers, the
re-establishment of wetlands (natural storage areas) and artificial
storage areas. In addition, there are anti-erosion measures such
as thresholds, current deflectors, sedimentation ponds, stabilisation ponds, erosion protection of riverbanks, reducing the
steepness of riverbanks and maintaining vegetation in the river
profile. Although these measures are in themselves not direct
environmental measures, they may render it unnecessary to
implement more comprehensiveflood-prevention measures. Seen
this way, these measures have an environmental stamp.
In the future it will be important to see restoration and rehabilitation as long-term processes in which a number of smaller
measures can be implemented in isolation, though with a view
to achieving a common goal for the entire catchment area.
In establishing any flood-prevention measure, a cost/benefit
analysis should, in principle, be performed. This is a socio-economic assessment designed to determine whether the measure
is profitable. One problem with such analyses is that many of
the factors that make up the analysis are difficult to put a price
on, e.g. environmental consequences. In the future, the focus
should be on establishing quantitative indicators for environmental consequences such as, for instance, valuable biatapes,
wetlands and beach zones. Not until environmental consequences are given a price is it possible to perform a real assessment
on an equal footing with the other factors in the cost/benefit
analysis.
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Restoration- re-establishing
naturalprocessesand
functions in connectionwith ecosystemsin the water
and in boundaryzones alongthe riverbasin, i.e. trying
to revertto the conditionsbeforethe intervention.
Restorationis, as a rule,an idealgoal that is seldom
attained.
Rehabilitation- partialreversionto structureand
function beforethe intervention.Thisis a practical
approachin whichcertainproperties/characteristics
are
selectedin an effort to improvethem.
Remedialmeasures- any improvementin environmental qualityin an area whereinterventionspreviously
have takenplace. Theremedyis either basedon considerationsof a singlespecies,or is designedto make
conditionsbetter adaptedfor specialuserinterests.
WEIRSIN THEGJENGEDAL
WATERCOURSE
IN WESTERN
NORWAY.
PHOTO:
OLIANNE
EIKENÆS

• The Floodis Coming... Final Report from HYDRA
• Analysesof Long FloodSeries
• Estimating the Mean Areal Snow Water Equivalent from
Satellite Images and Snow Pillows(in English)
• A ModelStudy of the Effect of Water RegulationSchemes on
Floodsin the Lågen RiverBasin
• The Effect of Water Regulation Schemes in the Glommaand
Lågen RiverBasin on LargeScale Floods
• The Effect of Flood Protection Measureson the Downstream
Flood Pattern
• The Effect of Local/TotalStorm Water Managementon Floods
• The Effect of UrbanAreas on Floods
• Local and Total Storm Water Management- Description of
Facilities, Experiencesetc.
• PreventiveActionsfrom MunicipalitiesRegardingFloods
• Pollution Problemin and from UrbanAreas DuringFloods
• Natural ReservoirAreas
• Changesin Land Use in the GlommaRiverBasin
• Natural Resourcesand Land Usein the GlommaRiverBasin

• LANDPINE
- A HydrologicalModelfor Simulatingthe Effect of
Land Use Changeson Runoff
• The Effectof Land-useChangeson Runoff in the GlommaRiver
Basin
• Environmental
Consequencesof Floods- Floodsand WaterQuality
• The Effectsof Floodson FreshwaterOrganisms
• EnvironmentalEffectsof Flood Protection Measures
• Environmental Adjustment of Existing and New Flood
Protection Measures
• Environmental Impact of Erosion and Sediment Transport
DuringFloods
• Floods, Flood Protection Measuresand Environment- Conflict
or Consensus?
• EconomicRisk of Flooding- A Case Study for the Floodplain
UpstreamNorin the GlommaRiver,Norway(in English)
• DamageCosts Causedby Floods
• EconomicRiskAnalysesof Floods
• Improved Front Line DecisionTools - Risk Perception among
Decision-Makers
and Riparian Population.
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